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William Heberden and reverse translation
Elazer R. Edelman1,2* and Kelly LaMarco3
Beginning with the 18th-century physician-scientist William Heberden, the elder, Science
Translational Medicine introduces a new article series about historical fgures whose
transformational contributions to science, medicine, and society remain relevant today.

Experience may, in politics and morality,
be called the teacher of fools; but in the
study of nature, there is no other guide to
true knowledge.
~William Heberden, the elder
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PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT
Our knowledge of Heberden’s life derives
principally from the biography (2) penned
by his relative of fve generations later, Ernest Heberden, who obviously never met
Heberden, the elder. Born in London in 1710
at the dawn of the Age of Enlightenment,
William Heberden became a scholar of this
cultural movement, celebrating the power of
reason to transform tradition into scientifc
legacy. At St. John’s University, Cambridge,
he studied Classics as well as Greek and Hebrew literature, and as an undergraduate,
he authored a paper for a literary society on
“A Letter from Cleander to Alexias on Hippocrates and the State of Physic in Greece.”
Te letter notes that Hippocrates’ native island of Cos “aforded him a singular advantage” because it housed a temple devoted to
Aesculapius (Greek god of medicine, healing,

FROM COMMENTARIES TO
COMPUTERS
Heberden’s lifetime of clinical observations ft into one publication. Today, in
the information age, biomedicine relies on
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Many view the practice of medicine before
anesthesia, surgery, and synthetic pharmacology as consisting of bleedings, healing
waters, and mysterious herbal mixtures. Even
in their own time, practitioners of old were
depicted by cartoonists as barely trained selfappointed barbers, quacks, or witch doctors,
and we continue to embrace these caricatures. Today’s professionals identify instead
with physicians who embrace evidence-based
practice, scientists who seek to understand
mechanisms of disease, and innovators who
develop therapies and interventions based on
a fundamental understanding of pathophysiology and mode of action. Our role models
are those who integrate these features in their
scientifc perspective, engineering approaches, and medical practices, and we embrace the
notion that the emergence of these heroes is
a modern event. Tus, we might be surprised
to learn how long ago such personae were embodied and celebrated.
For this reason, Science Translational
Medicine initiates a “Champions of Translation” series to celebrate historical fgures who
transformed science and medicine and whose
impact remains relevant today. We begin with
the English physician William Heberden, the
elder (1710–1801), a master of translational
science who embodied all of the elements
biomedical scientists respect and pursue today. He not only spent a lifetime recording
intricate observations of diseases at his patients’ bedsides—earning him the title “father
of clinical observation” of the 18th century—

he also infuenced generations that came afer
him. In many respects, he heralded modern
concepts of medicine as a scientifc art form.
Heberden remains acclaimed for his description of angina pectoris (the frst person
to do so) and for defning the osteoarthritis
nodes that still carry his name. But few are
aware that he was the frst to recognize the
distinction between smallpox and chicken
pox and that he inspired his student Edward
Jenner—later called the “father of immunology”—to engage in smallpox inoculations
en route to the frst smallpox vaccine (1).
Furthermore, Heberden’s greatest impact on
medicine was achieved through education
and information sharing. In addition to his
copious documentation of clinical observations, he spurred the establishment of a forum
for medical professionals to share and discuss
their fndings with their peers called “Medical Transactions of the Royal College.” He also
worked to translate the smallpox vaccine to
the masses in the American colonies through
an inoculation education program. Here, we
highlight his varied contributions—as a physician, scientist, educator, author, and humanitarian—to modern translational medicine.

rejuvenation, and physicians) that was “full of
votive tablets, on which were registered many
cures, and the means by which they were effected; all of which he diligently studied and
transcribed.” Tis paper foreshadowed not
only Heberden’s later activities and interests
but also his belief in the potency of life-long
learning and celebration of the intellectual
basis of medicine. Afer receiving a Bachelor
of Arts degree in 1728, Heberden continued
his university studies for another 11 years, receiving his medical degree in 1739. He was
then a man of extensive and expansive education and training, a far cry from the images
we hold of “quacks” of his day.
Enlightenment’s focus on reason aligned
with Heberden’s philosophy about the practice of medicine, which was based on facts,
observation, and learning from experience.
Te movement coincided with the Scientifc
Revolution, and philosophers and writers
challenged society to rethink ideas based
on faith, tradition, and superstition and replace these with knowledge gained through
intellectual pursuits. In England, the movement fourished frst among scholars, and
Heberden became a senior statesman in the
medical science realm. Early in his career,
he began keeping concise but precise notes
of his clinical observations and supporting
these observations with empirical evidence.
Trough his experiences, he debunked as
medical myths traditions with no objective
support, such as bathing in the famed waters
of Bath; in his writings (3), Heberden chastised physicians whose practices “had aforded them frequent opportunities of observing
the efects of the Bath waters” for not reporting their observations to the public (4). Tus,
he extended experimentalism, making the
clinic his laboratory, the analysis of precisely
documented observations his science, and
the communication of his ideas and observations his mode of impact. In 1766, Heberden
convinced the Royal College of Physicians
to publish clinical accounts and notes, as
he did in Commentaries on the History and
Cure of Disease (3), a book that documents
a lifetime of bedside observations that is still
in print to this day. Commentaries was originally written in Latin and later translated by
Heberden’s son and physician, William Heberden, the younger.
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terabytes of data, computational modeling,
data sharing, and digital medicine. Physicians and scientists are working to develop
data networks that integrate biomedical research on human disease with clinical data
from individual patients in order to produce a new taxonomy of disease that drives
diagnoses and treatments tailored to the
needs of individual patients (www.nih.gov/
precisionmedicine).
Heberden’s focus on information sharing and approach to treatment based on
clinical observations also link him with the
modern biomedical research community
and the practice of evidence-based medicine. Commentaries represents a precursor
to emerging meta-analyses of electronic
medical records and the current movement
to share genomic, clinical-trial, and other
crowd-sourced patient data. In Heberden’s
day, travel was difcult, so medical care
ofen was delivered remotely; a physician
frequently learned of a patient’s symptoms
through letters, which made patients and
caregivers instrumental participants in the
practice of medicine, much like modern
citizen scientists. Today, access to highquality, cost-efective medicine also occurs
remotely through digital medical devices

and the delivery of services via telemedicine (5).
SMALLPOX AS A MODEL DISEASE
Te compilation of case studies in Commentaries allowed Heberden to cull seemingly disparate observations into a coherent
whole and to separate similar diseases into
distinct entities. He distinguished between
chicken pox and smallpox on the basis of
observations of the diseases’ symptoms and
lesions (and thus that varicella and variola
are distinct viruses). He also argued from
clinical observations that those who had
chicken pox were granted immunity from
ever contracting the disease again (3), setting the intellectual stage for Jenner’s smallpox vaccine in 1796.
Te history of vaccination shows
Heberden at his best; he defned the disease,
presaged vaccination, and served as a mentor to Jenner. Years before Jenner developed
the world’s frst vaccine, Heberden embraced
a controversial intervention called variolation—intentionally inoculating a person with
a mild form of the smallpox virus—in order
to make immunization mainstream, and he
disseminated the smallpox vaccine with fervor and personal funds. With his friend Ben-

jamin Franklin, who had lost a 4-year-old
son to smallpox, Heberden drafed simple
instructions for performing self-inoculation
and the inoculation of children and then
paid for printing “a very large impression” of
the pamphlet to be distributed for free in the
American colonies. In the pamphlet’s introduction (6), Heberden wrote that “many lives
would be saved if all who are desirous of being inoculated could easily be furnished with
the means of having it done. Tis consideration has engaged me to draw up a few short
and plain instructions, by which any person
may be enabled to perform the operation in
a tolerable manner, and to conduct the patient through the distemper in those places
where it is not easy to procure the assistance
of physicians and surgeons … and this practice has so greatly the advantage over every
other way of communicating the smallpox,
that it would be better to have inoculation
performed by anybody … than to sufer
this disease to come on in the common way,
though assisted with all the helps which art
can aford.”
In fact, General George Washington’s
order for mandatory smallpox inoculation of Continental-Army recruits immediately upon enlistment—the frst army in
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Bench and bedside: Translating patient data. Turning the page from notepad to iPad. (Left) Heberden’s notes: selected patient symptoms,
therapies, and treatment responses [from Commentaries (3)]. (Right) E-notes: At the bench and bedside, physician-scientists gather and share
patient data electronically.
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the world with a smallpox-prevention program—might have been an important factor in reversing the fortunes of the American colonial army and in their eventual
victory for independence (7).
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CAUSE AND CELEBRITY
Heberden’s writings reveal that he practiced medicine as a physician-investigator
(3) who assessed and treated patients as individual cases but also regarded each one
as a source of medical information. To this
end, he closely observed patients, recorded
his observations in detail, and synthesized
this information so that each medical experience could beneft future patients and
physicians. Tis view of medicine foreshadows that of today’s proponents of integrating patient information so as to advance
our understanding of human pathophysiology and to create a learning health care
system (8).
However, Heberden’s personality is diffcult to decipher from his own writings or
from books and manuscripts written about
him. We know his areas of interests were
broad and that he was a premier observer,
a driver of data sharing, and a colleague
who inspired other experimental scientists
to investigate his clinical observations (reverse translation). His contributions suggest that he embodied the “renaissance”
physician-scientist. In the collective spirit
of William Osler, James B. Herrick, Albert Schweitzer, and Mary Ellen Avery (9),
Heberden was at once a gifed physician,
scientist, teacher, author, and humanitarian. Still, Heberden is not as well known
as the aforementioned personalities, even
though he possessed all the qualities of a
premier physician-scientist.
Our culture celebrates cult fgures as our
own living superheros, bigger-than-life individuals who epitomize a movement or the
culture of the times in which they live: U.S.
President Abraham Lincoln, physicist Albert
Einstein, activist Susan B. Anthony, sports
fgures Babe Didrikson Zaharias and Hank
Aaron, and the 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin

Gyatso. We honor Heberden not as a superhero teeming with presence, personality, or
power but rather for his work as a champion
who promoted a perspective on medical science that celebrates evidence as a means to
translation. History has incorporated his
philosophy into the evidence-based medicine credo, memorializing his views as our
standard in a manner truest to his personal
decorum. Indeed, Heberden voluntarily receded early from medicine, before his “presence of thought, judgment, and recollection
were impaired.” In a letter to a friend, he
wrote that “it is more desirable for a man to
do this a little too soon, than a little too late;
for the chief danger is on the side of not doing
it soon enough” (10).
It is important for today’s physicianscientists to know Heberden’s story because
it reminds us that we are all part of a much
bigger narrative that extends before and
beyond our time. Reading chapters about
people who lived out the passions of their
times and made lasting contributions can
help today’s physician-scientists to stage and
direct their own passions as they write their
chapters in the age of information. In Leaves
of Grass, poet Walt Whitman wrote about his
forerunners, “I dare not proceed till I respectfully credit what you have lef.… I regard it all
intently a long while.… Ten I take my place
for good with my own day.” Today, physicians
and researchers can learn from Heberden’s
inspiration of experimental science spurred
by an observation in the clinic—a rich path
to new insights in human biology.
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